
From: Paris Miles-Brenden

Given

To: President Biden

Dear President [Acting - Joseph Biden],

I have written you personally numerous times.  That I have a due remark of service, my plea is simple.

The formative basis of a reclaimanatory intention is to produce evidence in counter-oppositional bias to the 
then judiciary league for in a National Inquiry entitled of it's due providence, to which in my opinion is rooted in 
the legislature.  I should, [to an inalienable analogy] have written my branch of congress, however, it was of 
benefit and notice that I had been held to the persuasion that the entitled works of Act(s) and Underwriters had 
been stricken from their provided aim, - then to the dislocation [for in a furtherance of my analogy] - from the 
evidentiary process of two surpassed laws in entitlements to states legislatures.  One had been Ohio, and it was 
during my work and college experience I did not serve Jury duty.  My VISA was-lost, and there was a missing 
postal box, for fear of one evidentiary assortment for in another, I was amiss, and confused, did not provide 
adequate coverage to [for fear] an accussation [not of fear I was acussed], and derailed for in where[in] I was 
provided little representation.

My SSN is 517-21-1419.

For the record, of a disambiguation, the fifth to the sixth truth of a paradelogical relationship is that the 
inheritance passes for of what we inhere of a truth upon global for in local notice, of that of the checks and 
sums of our nation.  I had feared that the executive branch had been somewhat 'trammeled on' for of a loss of 
it's provided aim, given war and circumstance, and the disease that is currently gripping us.

I may reach you in time, however if some 32 year(s) go-by without notice, we will have lost command of our 
nation and suffer civilian instability of a gross nature by 2050 to (-5y.).  That a comet is headed our way, and the 
Formeldehyde for what is a cross contaminant of SEMI-translocated canisters, may produce and anethrogen 
lethal to medium-gray-doses.
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